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Solar Post Light Instructions
Solar lights repair guide and precautions for use

If your solar light does not turn on automatically at night, please check the following items:

1. Make sure the switch is turned on.(Turn left or right,centering is off)

Note: The solar light can only be turned on when the switch is turned on in a dark environment. (You can use

books or other objects to cover the solar panel to simulate the dark environment during the day, and then turn

on the test light.)

Picture 1-1

2. After turning off the switch, put it in the sun for 4-5 days.

During the transportation process, the switch of the solar light may be unintentionally touched and the light will

remain on until the battery is exhausted. In this case, just place the solar light in direct sunlight and charge it for

about 4-5 days(When the sun is scorching, the duration can be reduced).

Picture 1-2
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3. Make sure there is enough power in the battery.

A. Please check the location of the solar light.

Check the location where the solar light is installed, whether the solar panel can absorb the direct sunlight, if it
cannot absorb the sunlight, the brightness will be insufficient at night, and the lighting duration is short.



Picture 1-3 (The light cannot absorb the sunlight here)

B. On cloudy, snowing day rainy days, the battery is not fully charged during the day.
When the light of the solar lamp is too dark at night, you can temporarily turn off the switch and wait for the
weather to turn on to continue charging.



Picture 1-4

C. Clean the Light.
Please keep the solar panel clean and free from contamination or cover by dust and snow and other debris,
affecting the automatic charging of sunlight.



Picture 1-5(the dust light)

4. Other lights influence the solar light at night. The installation location must ensure that other lights can not be
directly hit on the solar panel of the solar light at night. These lights will automatically turn off the solar light. (In the
words: Affected by other lights, the solar light will not be bright. It can’t feel it’s at night.)
Picture 1-6(The high street lights affect the induction of the solar light)

5. Please Check the Line by yourself.
When the solar light is received and it is not bright, please open the top cover and check the line by yourself. If the
interface is loose, please connect it and try the light. If the connection still fails to light, please unplug the interface
and plug it in again to try the light again.

Picture 1-7(Please Check the Line by yourself.)

Operation video link: https://www.amazon.com/vdp/ef957b7e898a442abd18cabd67a71937?

https://www.amazon.com/vdp/ef957b7e898a442abd18cabd67a71937?ref=dp_vse_ibvc0


ref=dp_vse_ibvc0

After-sales processing contact
If you have tried the above 5 methods and the problem is still not solved, please contact me at
1807419290@qq.com (please note the order ID, briefly describe your problem, I will handle it for you within 24
hours)

Picture 1-8(contact me please )
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